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ABSTRACT

New, precise measurements of the differential cross sections for np —» dn° and
w+d —» pp and of analyzing powers for pp —» d7r+ have been made at energies within
10 MeV (cm.) of threshold. They allow the pion s-wave and p-wave parts of the pro-
duction strength to be distinguished unambiguously, yielding an s-wave strength at
threshold which is significantly smaller than the previously accepted value. There is
no evidence for Charge Independence Breaking nor for TTNN resonances near thresh-
old.
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INTRODUCTION

Pions are, by far, the lightest of the strongly-interacting particles and consequently
are of especial importance in studying the nuclear force. In models based on nucleons
interacting through meson exchange, the long-range part of the internucleon force is
due to one-pion exchange (OPE). In a quark picture the non-zero pion mass reflects
the non-zero masses of the u and d quarks; in the limit of zero pion mass, hadronic
systems of u and d quarks would exhibit Chiral Symmetry. This circumstance leads to
a number of relationships between the pion decay constant, the pion mass, the 7rNN
coupling constant, and the s-wave amplitudes for elastic scattering, charge exhange
and radiative capture in TTN systems. Measurements of pion production near threshold
emphasize the s-wave part of TTN interaction; the N-A intermediate states, which
dominate pion production at higher energies, are suppressed.

Study of pion production in the 2-nucleon system has been heavily concentrated
on the pp —* dir+ reaction. This was due to the advantages of a 2-body final state: (1)
there is a single independent kinematical variable (e.g. pion cm. angle), so results can
be presented in concise form, (2) backgrounds can be suppressed by measuring re-
dundant kinematical variables (e.g. pion momentum, deuteron angle or momentum),
and (3) a unique final-state NN configuration (the deuteron) limits the number of
partial-wave amplitudes coming into play. For pp —* dn+, all particles are charged
and it is also possible to study the inverse reaction ir+d —+ pp.

THE PAST: EXPERIMENT AND THEORY

The Phenomenological Model

Dating from the early 1950's, the phenomenological model of Watson and
Brueckner1 sought to explain the energy dependence of pp —» dir+ cross sections
in terms of angular momentum barriers, assuming short-range nuclear forces. The
model predicted

<rtoi(pp-><**+) = ar7 + /?7/
3 (1)

where r) is the pion cm. momentum in units of m,c and a,/? are constants which
give the strength for s-wave and p-wave pion production, respectively. A subsequent J
refinement of the model included factors for Coulomb repulsion between the TT+ and |
the d. I

Considerable effort during the 1950's and early 1960's went into attempts to •
determine a because it could be related, through a chain of measured and calculated
ratios, to icN -+ vN and fp —* ir+n cross sections at low pion energy. This effort was
handicapped by inconsistent measurements and lack of data close to threshold.



The 7T+d —* pp Experiment of Rose

The first and, until very recently, only experiment to measure cross sections near
threshold was that of Rose2 in 1967. He studied the inverse reaction, ir+d —» pp,
by photographing tracks of low-energy pions stopping in a liquid deuterium bubble
chamber. In all, over 2600 reactions took place within the fiducial volume at interac-
tion energies from 2 to 16 MeV, as shown in Fig. 1. The measured absorption cross
sections are shown in Fig. 2, along with the best fit to

<Tlot(«
+d - pp) = (2/3)(k/m,cT,)2(Cja», + C'/JIJ3) (2)

C, and C2 being Coulomb barrier factors and k the cm. momentum of the protons.
Rose obtained a = 240±20 fib and /? = 520±200^b from the fit. At his lowest energy,
the Coulomb factor was 0.78.

Theories of pp —> dir+

Calculations of the amplitude for emission of a pion by one of the initial nucleons
(Fig. 3a) came up with a much smaller than that measured (see, for example, Koltun
and Reitan3). This was due to: (1) near cancellation of terms from S- and D-wave
parts of the deuteron wave function, and (2) the "momentum mismatch" between the
initial-state nucleon pair and the final-state pair. A much larger contribution came
from diagrams in which the pion rescatters from the second nucleon (Fig. 3b,c).
The relative contributions of the direct term, of TTN P-wave rescattering, and of S-
wave rescattering may be seen in Fig. 4, taken from work of Vogelzang, Bakker and
Boersma4.
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Fig. 1. Momentum distribution of pions undergoing a it+d
experiment of Rose (ref.2).
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Fig. 2. Total absorption cross sections, 0toi(T+d —» pp), measured in the work of
ref.2. The line is a fit to equation 2.
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Fig. 3. Contributions to the pp -* d*+ amplitude: (a)one-nucleon emission,
(b)rescattering by the second nucleon, (c)rescattering of a "backward-going" pion.
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Fig. 4. Contributions of direct emission, S-wave pion rescattering, and P-wave rescat-
tering to <7iot('r

+d —* pp) as calculated in ref. 4.
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Fig. 5. The dependence upon pion momer turn, TJ, of the pp —• dir+ s-wave strength,
QTJ, and the p-wave strength, 0tj*, as calculated in ref. 6.



A different approach, followed by groups at Flinders, Lyons, and Rehovot, sums
up contributions from diagrams 3a and 3b plus higher terms in a rescattering se-
ries. Their Faddeev method treats NN-»NN, NN —> dn, and wd-> nd consistently,
respecting 3-body unitarity. It does not, however, include diagrams such as 3c hav-
ing four particles in an intermediate state. The calculations of Afnan and Thomas5

and of Blankleider6 concluded that low-energy s-wave pion production could not be
described by a constant value of a (Fig. 5).

This result from Faddeev calculations prompted Spuller and Measday7 to re-fit
the data of Rose and others, allowing a = a0 + 0̂ 77 and adding a Breit- Wigner peak
at the A resonance. The new functional form resulted in higher values of predicted
threshold yield, for example their often-cited solution F having a0 = 270±40/jb.

RECENT MEASUREMENTS NEAR THRESHOLD

np —» dir° Cross Sections

An np —+ dn° cross section should be the same as that for pp —* dir+ within an
iso-spin coupling factor of 1/2, after correcting the latter reaction for Coulomb barrier
effects. A group based at the University of Alberta and TRIUMF has used np —> dv°
to make precision measurements8 much closer to n = 0 than Rose was able to reach
by n+d -+ pp. The great advantage of this reaction is that there is no Coulomb
repulsion. (In fact, all the model calculations cited have ignored Coulomb effects!)
Deuterons were detected in singles in a magnetic spectrometer, avoiding problems
of 7T° detection. Deuterons were confined to a small cone of forward angles (Fig. 6),
and the position of the p-0 locus permitted a precise determination of n without
measuring the beam energy. Simultaneous acquisition of np —» pn data allowed yields
to be normalized to the well-known elastic scattering cross section.
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Fig. 6. Relationship of lab angle and momentum of deuterons produced by the
np ~* dxa reaction near threshold.
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Fig. 7. Schematic view of the layout of the TRIUMF np -* dir° experiment (ref. 8).

The TRIUMF Chargex facility9 produced a secondary neutron beam of about
0.75 MeV FWHM via the 7Li(p,n) reaction, the 0° beam of neutrons struck a liquid
hydrogen target, and recoiling deuterons were detected in the Medium Resolution
Spectrometer (MRS), as shown schematically in Fig. 7. For a primary target of Pb, a
measurable fraction of the primary beam left the target as neutra' hydrogen. The H°'s
formed a pencil beam which denned true zero degrees through the LH2 target and
the MRS. The facility gave a very clean locus of deuterons (Fig. 8), with negligible
background even for cross sections as low as 1/ib.

At each beam energy the deuteron data were binned in a p-0 array (after correction
for MRS acceptance) and fitted to a calculated yield. Proton data were fitted at the
same time to provide the normalization factor. The calculated yield was obtained
from the following ingredients:



1. the neutron beam energy distribution, based on known bound states of TBe plus
a continuum inferred from proton spectra,

2. a cm. differential cross section

4TT • da/dil' = [ff(To) + (d<r/dTn)(Tn - To) + • • •]

x [1 + {(A2/Ao) + (d(A2/A0)/dTn)(Tn - To)}

3. transformation from cm. to lab variables,

(3)

4. smearing of the deuteron locus due to multiple scattering and differential energy
loss in the LH2 target.

Parameters of the fit included the nominal energy To, the energy spread of the proton
beam, a, d<r/dTn, dV/dTj;, A2/Ao, and d(A2/A0)/dTn. Good values of x2 were
obtained; some of the distributions projected in p or fi are shown in Fig. 9. As a by-
product, the experiment gave an improved calibration of beam energy vs cyclotron
extraction foil radius (Fig. 10).

•jr+d —+ pp Cross Sections

Less than a month old are results from measuring ir+d —» pp, obtained at LAMPF
by an Arizona State University/University of Virginia/ University of South Carolina
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Fig. 8. Correlation oflab angle us momentum of deuterons from np —» dir° at nominal
beam energy 278 MeV (ref. 8).



Fig. 9. Distributions in (a)deuteron angle, and (bjdeuteron momentum for np —• dit0

(ref. 8) at nominal beam energy 278 MeV. The dotted lines are the result of a fitting
procedure described in the text.
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Fig. 10. Fitted value of neutron beam energy vs radius of cyclotron extraction foil
in the TRIUMF np - </T° experiment (ref. 8).



collaboration10. A pion beam from the Low Energy Pion Channel was incident upon
an active target of deuterated scintillator. The purity of the pion beam was enhanced
by use of a crossed E and B field velocity filter. Protons from the reaction were
detected in coincidence in E-AE scintillator telescopes. The setup is shown schemat-
ically in the inset to Fig. 13.

Differential cross sections were obtained for three angles at pion energies 3.7, 5.0,
9.6, 15.2, and 20.5 MeV. The two lowest energies were achieved by placing degraders
of graphite and aluminum directly in front of the target. Careful monitoring of the
muon contamination in the beam (up to 50%) and pions stopped in the target (about
6% at 3.7 MeV) was necessary.

Analyzing Power in pp —» dV+

Th« University of Alberta/TRIUMF group have also measured the vector analyz-
ing power, Av, for polarized beams 3 and 8 MeV above threshold. As in the np —> <f7r°
experiment, deuterons were detected in singles by the MRS spectrometer. Since the
beam passed through the front-end scintillators, its intensity was limited to about
106/sec by 2-stage collimation (Fig. 11). A miniature beam dump, 1 cm in diame-
ter, stopped most of the primary beam in front of the spectrometer, it limited the
acceptance for recoil deuterons to approximately 20° - ISO" cm.

Analyzing powers were extracted by comparing the beam spin-up va the spin-
down yields as a i'unction of deuteron azimuthal angle, (f>. It was not necessary (nor
was it possible) to make an accurate determination of absolute cross sections.
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Fig. 11. Layout for the TRIUMF experiment on pp -» dit+ analyzing powers.



RESULTS

A New Value for a at Threshold

The total cross sections measured in the Alberta/TRIUMF np
are shown in Fig. 12. They are fitted very well by

dit° experiment

dw° = ± 5)rj + (781 ± 79)»j3]/ib . (4)

The value of a is significantly lower than the 240±20 /ib which Rose2 obtained from
his data and the 270±40 ^b of Spuller and Muasday7 solution F. Rose's data, trans-
formed assuming Detailed Balance and Charge Independence, and with the Coulomb
factors of Reitan", are also plotted on Fig. 12. They agree with the np —> dn° data at
high 7), but lie above them near threshold. In contrast, the LAMPF data agree with
the up —> dn° cross sections in the region of overlap (Fig. 13) and also match up well
with data taken earlier by that group at higher energies. Figure 13 also illustrates the
level of uncertainty in calculations: the VBB "Standard-1" and "Standard-3" calcu-
lations differ mainly in that the latter includes the contribution of backward-going
pions.

The recent cross section data do not suggest any 7rNN resonance near threshold.
70
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Fig. 12. Total cross sections <riot(np -» dw°) as a function of pion cm. momentum,
T). The solid points are from rei. 8 and the open circles are the 7r+ d -* pp data of ref.
2, converted by Detailed Balance. The dotted line is equation 1 fitted to the data of
ref. 8. The dash-dot curve is the "Standard-3" calculation of ref. 4.
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Fig. 13. Total cross sections, aiot(x
+d —> pp), from the LAMPF experiment (ref.

10) adjusted by the Coulomb barrier factor of Reitan11 (open circles). The inset
is a schematic view of the apparatus. Earlier measurements by the same group17

(squares) and results of ref.8 converted by Detailed Balance (solid circles) are also
presented. The solid line is the calculation of ref. 6, and the long (short) dashed lines
are the Standard-1 (Standard-3) results of ref.4.

It is interesting to compare the invariant matrix elements (IME's) for np -+ dn°
with those of pd-»3H37r°. The IME's are defined by

M |2 = s(p,/P /) (5)

where g is a spin-multiplicity factor, s is the Mandelstam variable, and p*,p/ the initial
and final cm. momenta. In the limit 77 —» 0, |M(pd-»3He7r°)|2 / \M(np -+ dn°)\2 =
1.1, based on a near-threshold yield of aTot = 12.9 J? /ib for the pd-*3He7r° reaction12.

The Pion p-wave Amplitudes

If only s-wave and p-wave pions are produced, the NN -> dir reaction is com-
pletely described by just three partial-wave amplitudes characterized by the NN or-
bital and total angular momenta (L,J) and the pion angular momentum (/)• They are
listed in Table 1, along with the lowest permitted C of an intermediate N-A pair. The
amplitude a2, which allows C =0, becomes the dominant amplitude at slightly higher
energies. In contrast, the other p-wave amplitude, ao, requires £=2 and probably is



Table 1. Partial wave amplitudes for s-wave and p-wave ir production
in pp -* dn+.

Amplitude (0-
3So
3 P ,

a2

1
0
1

2
1
0

due to ;rN
Then

II rescattering. For the moment, assume ao is negligible compared to a2.

4* • (da/dfl) = (1/4)[| a, |2 + | a2 |2] + (1/4) | a, |2 -P2(0) . (6)

That is, the ratio of coefficients of Legendre polynomials, As/A o> gives the fraction
of production strength which is p-wave. Figure 14 shows AJ/AQ data from the TRI-
UMF experiment8, the LAMPF experiment10, and a np —» dir° experiment of the
Freiburg group13. The different data sets are in good accord. Both the "Standard-
s'" perturbative calculation of Vogelzang, Bakker, and Boersma4 (dash-dot curve)
and the Faddeev calculation of Blankleider6 (solid curve) reproduce the data. The
Watson-Brueckner phenomenological model1 (dotted curve) fails, however.

If the amplitude ao is present, the cross section becomes

4 *

and the analyzing power is

4TT • (dff/dI2)

1.0

(7)

(8)

-0.2
.5 .6.1 .2 .3 .4

Pion, cm. momentum

Fig. 14. Ratio of Legendre polynomial coefficients A2/Ao vs pion cm. momentum
for np -• dir° experiments at TRIUMF (solid dots) and Freiberg (triangles), and for
ir+d -* pp at LAMPF (crosses). The curves are model predictions described in the
text.



There is evidence14 that the phases of the partial-wave amplitudes near threshold
are given by Watson's Theorem: 6(NN -+ dn) = 6(NN-»NN) + 6{nd-+ 7rd). With
this assumption, one can predict Av as a function of | ao |. The Ay data from 3 and 8
MeV above threshold beam energy are presented in Figs. 15 and 16; the dashed lines
are the l-a error band from a 1-term Legendre polynomial fit. A simultaneous fit of
these data plus the np —» dira cross sections at the same r; gave a slightly negative
best-fit value for | ao |, suggesting the phases may not be exactly as predicted by
Watson's Theorem. However, if ao is taken to be zero, the Av (vertical line at 90° in
Figs. 15 and 16) falls only slightly below the data. If | ao | is set to 10% of | a2 |,
the Watson's Theorem phases give Av(90°) = -0.28 at 290.7 MeV; in this case the
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pp-»dn* T^=290.7 MeV
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Fig. 15. Polarized beam analyzing powers measured in pp —• djr+ at 290.7 MeV (IJ
= 0.14). The error band for a 1-term Legendre polynomial fit is shown as dashed
lines.
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Fig. 16. As figure 15, except at 294.9 MeV (t/ = 0.21).
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best-fit | a2 | increases by 10% with respect to its value with vanishing ao- At 400
MeV (7; = 0.9), Bugg et al.ls found | ao | / | a2 |= 0.02.

We are now in a position to display the energy dependence of the amplitudes
ai and a2, with the caveat that there is an uncertainty in a2, for the reason just
discussed. In order to remove the centrifugal barrier effects, we plot aj/i?1'2 and
a j / ' / 3 ^ 2 - As well as the new near-threshold results, the amplitudes from the partial-
wave fit of Bugg14'15 (converted to Blankleider's normalization) are shown in Fig. 17.
There is very modest variation with energy from threshold to 500 MeV, after removal
of the centrifugal barrier terms. Bugg14 has attributed the decrease in normalized ai
to energy dependence of the TTN S31 and Sn rescattering.

Charge Symmetry and Charge Independence

An asymmetry in np —> d7r°cross section at cm. angle 9 compared to that at angle
(n — 0), i.e. the presence of odd terms in a Legendre polynomial expansion, requires
Charge Symmetry Breaking. A term AjPi(0) was included in the fit to np —* dn°
data at 277 MeV, where the full range of deuteron momenta was comfortably within
the acceptance of the spectrometer. The result was A^Ao = -0.01±0.07, the large
uncertainty reflecting the statistical error on approximately 1000 events. Since, in
any case, the cross section at 277 MeV is dominated by s-wave production, a large
CSB effect is unlikely at this energy.

The Nijmegen group have analyzed low-energy nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering
data and concluded16 that the irNN coupling constant for 7r° is about 8% lower than
that for charged pions. The 3Pj amplitudes showed the greatest sensitivity to this



Charge Independence Breaking, and we may ask whether near-threshold NN -» dn,
where the dominant amplitude is 3Pj -• s, is affected. Charge Independence requires
that 2 aiol(np —» dir°)= atot(pp —* dir+), after correction for "purely electromag-
netic" effects, such as Coulomb repulsion. The proper incorporation of the long-range
Coulomb interaction in the three-hadron system is a very hard problem, and it is by
no means clear that simple Coulomb barrier corrections are sufficient at energies very
close to threshold. Another question is how to account for the mass difference of ir°
and n+ and of NN energy at threshold; we have compared cross sections at equal
values of pion cm. velocity, but perhaps some other variable is more appropriate. If
the LAMPF ir+d •—• pp data are corrected using the Reitan11 Coulomb barrier ex-
pression, the lowest-energy points agree with the np —» d7r°result (within statistical
uncertainties of 15% and 7%), but the data of Rose2 are of order 20% higher. In
summary, there is no compelling evidence for CIB but the uncertainties are rather
large, both for theory and experiment.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Partial-wave Amplitudes

We now have a good determination of the s-wave and principal p-wave amplitudes
in the threshold region. There is a slow variation with energy after centrifugal barrier
factors are applied, with no evidence for 7rNN resonances. Watson's Theorem appears
to provide a good, though perhaps not perfect, guide to the phases. However, there
is only a fuzzy upper limit for the size of the lesser p-wave amplitude, ao. Is there
some other spin observable which can isolate this amplitude? The best candidate is
the deuteron vector polarization, itu, which depends upon interference between the
p-wave amplitudes, Im^a^) . The bad news is that interference terms between the
s-wave amplitude &i and the d-wave amplitudes may be larger — p-p interference
should have the same TJ dependence as s-d interference according to centrifugal barrier
arguments. There appears to be no prospect for model-independent determination of
this amplitude by near-threshold measurements.

Symmetries

The TRIUMF result for front-back asymmetry in np -» dir° cross sections came
as a by-product, and would better have been done at a higher beam energy and with
higher statistics. The SASP spectrometer, now under construction at TRIUMF, will
offer larger acceptance than the MRS, plus a 25% momentum bite, and would be an
attractive instrument for an experiment dedicated to looking for Charge Symmetry
Breaking. Calculations of CSB have concentrated on higher energies, but there is no a
priori reason effects can't be seen close to threshold, provided the p-wave production
amplitude is of reasonable size.



A better measurement of the pp —* dir+ total cross section would permit a more
stringent test of the Charge Independence relation between that reaction and np —»
dn°. Again, the SASP spectrometer offers prospects of improving on the previous
TRIUMF results by an experiment dedicated to precision comparison of the cross
sections. Another possibility is to take advantage of the thin targets of a proton
cooler ring and detect the pions, rather than the deuterons, from pp —> d7r+.

Theory

Many calculations of pp —* drr+observables around resonance energy (580 MeV)
have been made. Perturbative, coupled channels, and Faddeev models have had a fair
degree of success, although none has given detailed agreement with all observables.
Underestimate of spin-triplet strength has been identified as a common failure mode
of the models. The new data near threshold, with both triplet and singlet strengths
determined, provide a new playing field for testing models. The results are easily
summarized: there are only two important partial waves, whose magnitudes vary
slowly apart from centrifugal barrier effects, and whose phases appear to be near
the predictions of Watson's Theorem. In this simple world it should be possible for
theorists to focus their attention on the essentials of the reaction. One feature of the
new playing field is that one is well removed from the peak of the A resonance, and
the contribution of S-wave 7rN rescattering should be more easily seen.

The omission of backward-going pions from Faddeev models and the truncation
of the multiple-scattering series in perturbative models both appear to be significant
shortcomings. These and other uncertainties in the models are much greater than
the errors in near-threshold data. For now, the greatest opportunities for progress in
understanding near-threshold NN —» dir appear to lie with the theorists.
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